
In c°omestic, policy, in foreign policy, and in
defence policy, this governm ent has aiven Canadian
sovereignty a new impetus within a new maturity . Put much
remains to be done . The voyage of the Polar Sea
demonstrated that Canada, in the past, had not developed the
means to ensure our sovereianty over time . Purina that
voyaae, Canada' s legal claim was fùlly protected, but when
we looked for r_anaib] e ways to exercise our sovereianty, we
found that our cupboard was nearly rare . We obtained from
the United States a formal and explicit assurance that the
voyage of the Polar Sea was without prej ud ice to Canac la' s
legal position . That is an assurance which the aovernment
of the day, in 1 9 69, did not receive for the voyage of the
t'anhattan and of the two United States Coast Guard
icebreakers . For the future, non-prejudicial arrangements
will not be enouch .

The voyage of the Polar Sea has left no trace on
Canada's Arctic waters and no mark on Canada's Prctic
sovereignty . It is i-ehind us, and our concern must be what
lies ahead .

any countries, ir.cludinc the United States and
the Federal Republic of Germany, are actively FreparinQ for
ccr..r..ercial navigation in Arctic waters . Develonments are
acceleratina in ice science, ice technology, and tanker
design . Several major Japanese Fir: .^.s are roving to capture
the market for icerreaking tankers once polar oil and gas
come on stream . Soviet sub rarines are being deployed under
the Arctic ice pack, and the United States t'avv in turn has
identified a need to gain Arctic operational experience to
counter new Soviet deployments .

t :r .. Sneaker ,

The implications for Canada are clear . As the
Western country with by far the greatest frontage on the
Arctic, we must come up to speed in a rance of marine
operations that hear on our capacity 1--o exercise effective
control over the Northwest Passage and our other Arctic
waters .

To this end, I wish to declare to the House the
policy of this aovernnent in respect of Canadian sovereignty
in Arctic waters, and to make a number of announcements as
to how we propose to give expression to that policy .


